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AN Dl-VESmGATION OF TRE CONTROL EEFFEC!m OF TP 
A-IIERONS AND ,590~ ONA LCW-ASPECT-RATIO 

TRAPEZO~-WINGA- MODELAT 
t4xx rmmms FROM 1.55 TO 2.35 

. By Norman D. Wang 

A wind-tunnel investigation has been made of three types of lateral 
control devices on a low-aspect-ratio trapezoidal wLng. Tip ailerons, a 
plain spoiler, and a vented spoiler were investigated to ascertain the 
relative characteristics of each system. The tests were conducted at 
Mach numbers of 1.55, 1.90, and 2.35 and at a Reynolds number of 
approximately 1.4x108. 

The results indicated the superiority fn roll power of the tip 
ailerons over the plain and vented spoilers. With tip ailerons alone, 
the roll capabIlity W&B adeqmte to satisfy the military specification 
requirement- At 25' deflection, the roll effectiveness of the vented 
spoiler was more-t&n threetImesthatoftheplain spoilerbutwas 
sufficient to meet the specifications only at M = 2.35. 

INTRODUCTION 

The loss of effectiveness at high angles of attack and an inherent 
nonlinear variation of effectiveness with deflection, particularly at 
low speed, are characteristics of the plain flap type spoiler. In order 
to alleviate this situation, several means have been utilized. One 
method of improving the effectiveness is to combine with the spoiler a 
slot through the wing and a deflector installed on the lower surface of 
the wing, as presented in references 1 and 2. In addition, relatively 
low hinge ments can be obtafned with the proper projections of the 
upper-surface spoiler and the lower-surface deflector. Another means of 
obtaining greater lateral control than is possible with plain spoilers is 
by the use of all-movable tip ailerons. Inasmuch as the moment of the 
control forces about a given axis is approximately proportional to the 
control-area moment about that axis, the tip aileron with its large 
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lever arm about -t;he roll axis can be expected to be very effective as a 
roll control. Furthermore, the hinge-mcment characteristfcs can be 
readily controlled by proper location of the hinge line to balance the 
forces on the control. 

In order to provide a comparison of the effectiveness of plain spoilers, 
spoiler-Blot-deflectors (hereafter referred to as vented spoilers), and all- 
movable tip ailerons on a trapezoidal wing, an Fnvestigation was conducted 
in the 9- by T-foot test section of the Ames Unitary Plan wind tunnel. 
Information regarding this wind tunnel is presented in reference 3. The 
results are presented and discussed herein. 

COEFFICIENIS AND SYMBOLS 

The system of axes and positive direction of forces, 'moments, and 
angles are presented .in figure l/which shows the coefficients, a, CD, 
Cm, C2, Cy, and Cn, referred to the stability axes. The moment center 
waB located at the quarter chord of the wing mes& aerodynamic chord. 
The coefficient CD was based on the balance drag only (not corrected 
for base pressure), since the internal drag due to the air flow In the 
dUCtB was not measured. 

The sign convention of aileron deflection is designated in fLgure 1; 
that is, for either left or right afleron, positfve direction is defined 
as trailing edge down. 

The following coefficients and symbols are used in this report: 

b Wing 

C 

F Mm3 

lift 

d=tis 

0, 

CD 

%l 

cz 

cir 

Cn 

span, f-t 

chord, f-t 

mean aerodyasxaic chord, ft 

1Lf-t coefficfent, - ss 

coefficient, 3 

pitching-moment coefficient, p itching moment 
qSE 

rolling-moment coefficient, rollin@; moment 
cm 

side-force coefficient, side force 
qs 

yawing-moment coefficient, ya wingmoment 
SSb 

-- , 
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c2 %ot 

c2P 
M 

% 

P 

Q 

R ' 

s 

V 

a 

B 

6 

Rot 

f&3 

A 

aileron effectiveness for two tip ailerons, rate of change of 
roU.ing-mnt coefficient with total aileron deflection, 
per deg 

pb rate of &sage of rolling-moment coefficient with 2~' per 
radian 

Mach number 

helix angle generated by the wing tip in roll, radians 

angular velocity In roll, radians/set 

free-stream dynamic pressure, lb/sq ft 

Reynolds nuniber per ft 

total wing area (projected), sq ft 

free-stream velocity, ft/sec 

angle of attack of wing reference chord, de@; 

angle of sideslis of fuselage reference axis, deg 

inditidual tip aileron deflection, positive leading edge 
upward, deg 
(Subscripts L and R are used for left and right, respectively.) 

total tip aileron deflection, S, - CR, deg (left and right 
aileron deflections equal and opposite from an offset neutral 
position) 

spoiler deflection, deg 

increment resulting from control deflection 

MODEZANDAE'ARATW 

The model (figs. 2, 3, and 4) COnSi6ted of a low-aspect-ratio w%ng 
located above the fuselage center line, a “T” tail, and two nacelles, one 
on each side of the fuselage under the w%ng-fuselage junction. The WFng 
had a 3.5-percent-thick biconvex airfoil section, an aspect ratio of 3.2, 
a taper ratio of 0.4, and a leading-edge sweepback of 25.75O. Drawing6 
and detail6 of the model are shown 2n figure6 5, 6, and 7. The geoinetric 
characteristics are presented in table I. 
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Three type6 of lateral control system6 were tested - tip ailerons, 
plain spoiler, and vented spoiler. Tip ailerons were located on both 
the left and right wing tip6 s.nd could be deflected loo, 20°, or 30' in 
either direction. -For this control configuration, outrigger housings 
were located inboard of the tip aileron6 as shown in figure 3. The plain 
spoiler was instslled on the upper surface of the left wing panel only. 
This control was investigated at 25O and 50° deflection, which ie equiva- 
lent to vertical projections from the upper wing surface of approxi- 
mately 0.03~ snd O.O6c, respectively. A detail of the combination of 25O 
plain spoiler and -20' left tip aileron deflections ia Shown in figure 3. 
The vented spoiler configuration, installed on the left wing only, con- 
6i6tEd of a spoiler mounted on the upper surface of the wing, a slot 
through the wing, and a deflector installed on the lower surface. Roth 
spoiler and deflector-were eet at 25O (the only deflection tested), which 
is equivalent to projection6 of 0.06~ and O.O4c, respectively. With this 
control device, the outrigger housings were moved outboard to the wing 
tip6 and reduced in length (fig. 4). In order to study the effect of air 
flow through the vented area in the wing, two blockage6 (17- and 29-percent) 
were investigated. Blockage was defined as the ratio (in percent) of the 
blocked area to the total area of the slot. Zero blockage wa6 not possible 
because of the 0.37~inch-thick chordwise supporting ribs. 

PRocEDm 

During the investigation, test data for all confi~ations were 
obtained by varying the angle of attack from -3O to 15 at f3 t O". Two 
of the configurations, complete model and model with -10' left tip 
aileron, were also investigated through a r6.nge of SideSlip angles from 
-3' to 9' at angle6 of attack of ?O, 5O, and 9'. The B&ch number6 were 
1.55, 1.90, a;nd 2.35 and the Reynolds number w6s approximately l.4x10s, 
based on the wing mean aerodynamic chord. 

L --- 

. 

To obtain the aileron effectiTrenees, the left tip aileron wa6 
deflected from 20' to -30' at increment6 of loo. Tests were also run 
with ailerons deflected differentially from an offset neutral position 
as 6hGm in the table below. 

Offset neutral Differential deflection 
2; % "to;' position, from neutral position, 

de@; *g deg 
-10 

-- 
-10 0 . -10 

-20 -10 -10 -15 ; 
-20 10 -30 -5 

-- 
I5 

The two attitude6 of the plain spoiler investigated were 25' and 50' 
deflection. Al.60 investigated wa6 the combination of -20° deflection of 
the left tip aileron and 25' deflection of the plain spoiler. 



The vented spoiler control wa6 deflected only at 25'; the deflector 
Wa6 set at the Same angle. Vent blockage6 of 17 6nd 29 percent were 
investigated. 

Tip aileron deflection6 of O" and loo (left aileron) were al.60 run 
with both horizontal and vertical tails removed in order to evaluate 
possible interference effects of the flow field. in the region of the 
-t&L 

The precision of the data is indicated by the last significant 
figure to which the data are tabulated. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The six-component wind-tunnel data are tabulated in coefficient 
form in table II. Since the investigation was concerned primarily with 
lateral. control, only the rolling-moment and yawing-moment data of 
table II hsve been presented in graphical forms. These summary graphs 
will be utilized in the following presentation of the control 
characteristics. 

Tip Ailerons 
J 

Rolling power.- The variation of incremenfxl rolling-moment coeffi- 
cient with aileron deflection at various angles of attack is presented 
in figures 8 and 9. Included are data obtained with aileron6 deflected 
individusJly and with aileron6 differentially deflected from an offset 
neutral position.L In general, aileron effectiveness increased with 

. increasing angle of attack. This effect wa6 SUbS-&Xti6l at M = 1.55, 
but was less pronounced at M = 1.90 and 2.35. The differential deflec- 
tion data of figure 9 indicated approximately the same unit effectiveness 
as that obtained with individual aileron. Based on figure 8, the varia- 
tion with Mach number of aileron effectiveness for two ailerons deflected 
differentially from zero neutral position is presented in figure 10. The 
values of C2 

hot 
for the angle-of-attack range indicated were taken as 

average slope6 over the range of aileron angles tested. A decrease in 
effectiveness with increasing Mach number is evident. 

3 

'Deflecting aileron6 differentially from an offset neutral position 
is envisioned a6 a means of decreasing local angles of attack at the 
ailerons when the wing angle of attack is large, thereby maintaining 
aileron effectiveness. 
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The test reeults (tsble II) obt6,ined with both horizontal and verti- 
cal tail surface6 removed indicated nearly the s6me increment6,l rolling 
moment6 due to aileron deflection a6 those obtained with the complete 
model configuration. Accordingly, it can be inferred that wing-tail 
interference m6 slight. 

Yawing moments due to aileron deflection.- The incremental yawing- 
moment coefficient due to left tip aileron deflection at zero angle of 
SideSlip is presented in figure 11. The y6.wing moments due to ailerons 
deflected differentially from various offset neutral position6 are shown 
in figure 12. The zero neutral position curve is obtained from the data 
of figure 11; the offset neutral position curve6 are derived from data 
obtained with combined left 6nd.righ-t ailerons. The curve6 presented in 
figure 12 are typical of data for other offset6 and total aileron deflec- 
tions. A close study of figures ll and I2 reveals that data obtained 
with ailerons deflected individually are additive; accordingly, data for 
an individually deflected aileron can be used to predict with reasonable 
accuracy ;yawing moment6 due to differentially deflected ailerons. 

Plain Spoiler 

Rolling power*- The variation of the incremental rolling-moment 
. coefficient with angle of attack for 25O and 50° deflection of the plain 

spoiler is presented in figure 13. The effectiveness decreased with 
increasing angle of attack 6nd Mach number. 

Yawing moments due to plain spoiler deflection.- The incremental 
yawing-moment coefficient due to 25O and 50° deflection of the plain 
spoiler at zero angle of sideslip is shown in figure 14. The y&ing 
moments were negligible at M = 1.55 and 1.90, and were s&l, but not . 
adverse, at M = 2.35. At high angles of attack the yawing moment and 
rolling moment were approximately of the same magnitude. 

Vented Spoiler 

Rolling power.- The variation of incremental rollinn-moment coeffi- 
cient with angle of attack for 25O deflection of the vented spoiler with 
17- and 2g-percent vent blockages is presented in figure 15. At M = 1.55, 
4 decreeheed with increasing angle of attack; at M = 1.90 and 2.35, the 
effect of angle of attack wa6 slight. The effectiveness decreased with 
increase6 in Mach number and vent blockage, 

Yawing moment due to vented spoiler deflection.- The incremental 
yawing-moment coefficient due to 25' deflection of the vented spoiler 
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4 with 17- and 2g-percent blockage6 at zero angle! of sideslip is shown in 
figure 16. Favorable yawing moments were indicated throughout the angle- 
of-attack range at all Mach number6. The yawiig moments with either value 
of blockage decreased with increasing angle of attack at M = 1.55. At 
M= 1.90 and 2.35, AC, w66 approximately conetant for both blockages for 
angles of attack up to about 12'. It is evident that the effect of vent 
blockage was generally small and was only noticeable at M = l.gO for 
angles of attack greaterthan 6°. 

Comp6rison of the Variou6 Control Devices 

Incremental rolling moments.- A comparison of the incremental rolling- 
moment coefficients for several lateral control devices is ehown in fig- 
ure 17. The tip ailerbns.provided, by far, the greatest roJ&g moments. 
The vented spoiler, compared with the plain spoiler at the 6ame deflec- 
tion (250), was more than three times as effective at a = 2O for 6Ll 
Msch numbers. At high angles of attack the effectiveness of the plain 
spoiler deteriorated to a negligible amount (fig. 13); the vented spoiler 
essentially retained it6 effectiveness (fig. 15). 

=-Y= .- The estimated controllability presented a6 the 
variation of pb 2V with Mach number for several control systems is 
shown in figure 18.2 Themilitaryspecification requirementwas deter- 
mined from reference 5 for a representative Class II airplane at 6.33 
altitude of ~,COO feet. From figure 18 it can be seen that at the lower 
Mach number the specified rolling rate is attainable only with tip ailerons. 
Total aileron deflection of 50° will be required at M = 1.55; only 10' 
will be required at M = 2.35. 

The lack of roll power of the spoiler6 at the low Mach number is 
quite apparent; the required pb/2V of 0.066 w&s far from being satisfied 
with any spoiler configuration. Only at the higher Mach number was the 
required value of 0.015 attainable with spoiler configurations. The 
estimated value of pb/2V based on 50° spoiler and 35O aileron deflec- 
tions indicated that the roll capability wa6 adequate. It must be 
realized, however, that the aileron6 accounted for more than 69 -percent 
of the roll power. 

2For the condition of ste6dy roll about the longitudin6J wind axis, 
the roll helix angle is defined a6 pb/2V = C2/Czp, where Czp is the 
damping-in-roll derivative of the wing. Thi6 equation neglects the damp- 
ing of other part6 of the airplane. Values of Czp obtained from refer- 
ence 4 were -0.338, -0.271, and -0.215 at M = 1.55, 1.90, and 2.35, 
respectively. Estimates of pb/2V were tie for a rigid wing, that is, 
no effect of aeroelasticity was cansidered, and were based on a = 2'. 
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The effect6 of aeroelasticity on tip aileron effectiveness were 
approximated by.calculating for specified flight condition6 the deforma- 
tion of a typical thin wing structure, and increasing by this 6mount the 
aileron deflection6 that were previou6ly calculated from the experimental 
results which correspond to a rigid wing. The results are illustrated in 
the following tabulation: 

Mach number 

1*55 
1.90 
2.35 

Total aileron deflection 
Rigid wing Elastic wing 

0 60~ 
$0 5o" 
loo 2o" 

It is evident that the effect6 of aeroelasticity are subetantial. 
Aeroelastic effects on vented spoiler effectiveness can also be pronounced. 
For example, at M = 2.35, a spoiler deflection of 25' will produce a 
pb/2V of 0.024 for a rigid wing but only 0.014 for an elastic wing. 

Yawing moments due to lateral control deflection.- Yawing moments 
are generally considered in the study of lateral control. Figure 12 
indicate6 that favorable yaw due to two ailerons deflected differentially 
from zero neutral poeition will. be experienced at a < 4' at M = 1.55 
andl.90. At greater angles of attack and for all positive angles at 

'M = 2.35, aileron deflection will generally result in adverse yawing 
moments. 

. 

When ailerons are differentially deflected from an offset neutral 
position (fig. l2), the resulting yawing moments at all Mach number6 will 
be favorable over a larger portion of the angle-of-attack range than 
those for ailerons deflected from zero neutral position. The angle-of- 
attack range over which favorable yaw will be experienced become6 larger 
with increasing initial offset aileron angles. 

One admtS.ge of the 6pOfler type of lateral control device is that 
the yawing moments produced are generally favorable, or small if adverse. 
This inveetigation 6Ub6tantiate6 this characteristic for, a6 previously 
mentioned, the incremental yawing moment6 due to the plain spoiler deflec- 
tion were generally small and those due to the vented spoiler were 
favorable. 

CONCLUDIMC REMARKS 

An investigation of the lateral control characteristics of tip 
ailerons, a plain spoiler, and a vented spoiler on a low-aspect-ratio 
trapezoidal wing was conducted in the Ames g- by T-foot supersonic wind 
tunnel at Mach number of 1.55, 1.90, and 2.35 6nd at a Reynolds number 
of approximately 1.4x108. 
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Of the three lateral control6 inVe6tigated, the tip ailerons were 
by far the most effective. Estimated roll helix angle6 produced by the 
tip aileron6 were adequate to satisfy the military specification require- 
ment at all Mach numbers. The roll capability of the vented spoiler at 
25' deflection satisfied the specification requirement only at M = 2.35. 
The vented spoiler compared with the plain spoiler at the same deflection 
(25’) was more than three times a6 effective at low angles of attack. At 
high angles of attack, the effectiveness of the plain spoiler deteriorated 
to a negligible amount; the vented spoiler essentially retaIned it6 
effectiveness. 

The effectiveness of tip ailerons generally increased with Increase 
in angle of attack, particularly at M = 1.55, and decreased with increas- 
ing Mach number. The angle-of-attack range over which tip aileron6 
provided favorable-yawing moments became larger with increasing initial 
offset angles. 

Ames Aeronautical Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 

Moffett Field, Calif., Sept. 26, 1957 
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TABm I.- GFxMm!RIC cxARAc~sTIcs OFmEMODl3L 

iJing 
Area (projected), sq f-t .......... .-. . .- ..... 1.742 
Aspectratio ......................... 3*2 
Taperratio ................. . ....... 0.4 
Span,ft ........................... 2.3ti 
Mean aerodynamic chord, ft . ;- ................ 0.783 
Rootchord,ft ........................ 1.054 

Leading edge location 
Station, in. ...... -. -* .. : .. -r . 7 -7 . i -. ... 29.25 
Water line, in. ............ i ......... 6.86 

Tipchord,ft ............... .- ......... 0.422 
Dihedral, deg ... : ... :. . :x -. . i : . i . :--. ... -- -0 
Incidence, deg ................ -. ....... 2 
Sweepback (projected plane), deg 

Leading edge. ........................ 25.75 
C&arter-chord line ..................... 19.20 
Trailingedge ....................... -3.06 

A113011 section ...................... Biconvex 
Percent thicknees ..................... 3.5 

Tip aileron 
Area, sq ft ........................ 0.0534 
Span at hinge line, ft ....... -. . T . 3 ....... .O,u,8 

Percentwingsemispan .................. 
Inboardchord,ft ..................... 
Tipchord,ft ....................... 

yg 
. 

Hinge line, percent WFng chord ............... 35 
Vented spoiler 

Area, sq ft ........................ 0.0718 
SpEul,ft.........~........._...,m .... 0.70 
Chord, percent wing chord ................. t 1 
Inboard location 

Wing station, in. .................... 3.54 
Perceiltsemispan ..................... 25 

Outboard location 
Wing station at hinge point, in. :. ............ 
Percentsemispan ..................... 

“8;9: 
. 

.Hinge line, percent wing chord ................. 63 
Spoiler deflector 

Area, Sq ft ......... : .............. 0.0513 
span,ft ............... ..T ........ 0.793 
Chord,percentwingchord ................. 10 
Inboard location 

Wing 6t&iOIl, in. ..................... 3.5-k 
Pe~cehtsemispan. .................... 25 
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T&BE3 I.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODEL - Continued 

Outboard location 
Wing station, in. ..... 
Percent semispan ...... 

Hinge line, percent wing chord 
Plain spoiler 

Area,sqft ......... 
Sp6Jl,ft ........... 
Chord, percent xing chord . . 
Inboard location . 

Wing station, in. ..... 
Percent semispm ...... 

Outboard location 
Wing station at hinge point, 
Percent semispan ...... 

Hinge line, percent wing chord 
?uuselage 

Length.ft ........... 
Maximumheight, ft. ...... 
Maximum width, ft ....... 

Tertical tail 
Area, sq ft .......... 
Aspect ratio. ......... 
Taperratio .......... 
Sp6,n.ft ............ 
Root chord., ft ......... 

Leadingedgeloca-tion 
Station, in. ........ 
Waterline, in. ...... 

Tip chord, ft ......... 
Leading edge location 

Station, in. ........ 
Waterline, in. ...... 

Sweepback (projected plane), deg 
Leadingedge ......... 
Qmrter-chordline ...... 
Trailing edge ........ 

............... 11.98 

............... 84.6 

............... 73 

............... o-0323 

............... 0.555 

............... 8 

............... 

............... 

kt .............. 
............... 
............... 

............... 4.241 

............... 0.300 

............... 0.263 

............... 

............... 

............... 

............... 

............... 

............... 45.90 

............... 8.10 

............... 0.435 

............... 54,25 

............... 14.58 

............... 

............... 
............... 

10.62 

2; 

0.292 

0.6: 
0.540 
0.645 

52.2 

Airfoil section . . . . 
brizontal tail 

Area (projected), sq f-L 
Aspect ratio . . . . . . 
Taper ratio . . . . . . 
Span,ft........ 
Root chord, ft . . . . . 

Leading edge location 
Station, in. . . . . 
Water line, in. . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . NACA 6UoO7 

................... 0.354 

................... 3-5 

................... 0.3 

................... l.llO 

................... 0.495 

................... 53.11 
.................... 14.58 
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TABLE I.- GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS OFTEEmDEG - Concluded T- 

Tip chord, ft -. ............. ; ; . '-;-' . --;- . -; .... 0.143 
Dihedral,deg ........................ 15 
Sweepback (projected plane), deg 

Le6dingedge ........................ 
Quarter-chord line ....... -r .-- .. : ......... 

444; 

Trailing edge ............. !. ... ...--. ... 
............... .._ ..I 

x9-93 
Airfoil section .. 3. ... .*- . NACA 64ACO5 

Outrigger housing ....... 
With tip aileron configuration 

Length,ft .. ........................ 
Maximumheight,ft ..................... 
Mm&numwidth,ft ..................... 
Leading edge location 

Station, in. ..... -i 7:-. . -i- . ..-'- i -i--. r -. --6--- .... 
Waterline, in. ................ 1 .... 

Center line location, wing station, in. .......... 
With vented spoiler configuration 

Length,ft .... ...................... 
Msxfmumheight,ft ..................... 
Maximumwidth,ft ..................... 
Leading edge location 

Station, in. ............ 1 -. .......... 
Water line, in. ......... -. -i i-~.r-i ;. r :-: i .. 

Center line location, wing station, in. .......... 
Tail bullet fairing 

Length, ft ......... ;_. .... :. . .-. f ..... .-. ... 
mximnheight,ft...............- ....... 
Maximmwidth,ft ........ . ............. 
Leading edge location 

Station, in. ......................... 
Waterline,in. ...................... 

0.864 
0.068 
0.045 

017& 
0.068 
0.045 

-04i 
0.098 
o.u3 

51.10 
12.24 

. 

c 
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TABLE II.- AERODYXAKCC DATA 
(a) Basic model with tip aileron 

.* 
-.Ol 
-.a? 

-i.6 --3 -9 
2.8 1:: .lo 

-Lu 

5.7 -4 s 8.6 -.3 
8:: 1:: :S 

-m -.cuo 
-.m -.0x 
-.ol .au 

lL 

-.ol -0% 
-.w .Ka 
-.w .aor 
-.m .wl 

t--dJ 4 

-3.5 -.l -51 
-.l -.05 

Z.8 -.l -07 

in 

5.; 1:: do 

g-2 -.I :B 
-.I .60 

- 1.w 
-.ol -.0x 
-.m -.m 
-Al .om 

l-T- 

-.w .cca 
-.w -.ow 
-.w .wo 
503 .ca 

Q--=54 
2.9 3.P La 
p-3 -L2 :z a 

III 

::: a:.9 La 
2.3 4.8 
2.3 6.8 :3 
2.3 as .w 

:z -‘$$a 
-433 .a2 506 .a8 -Lo -.l4 23 -.17 .ce 

Q--&J 4 
Z”” -06 .4 .07 
2:3 1.0 

l-n 
2.3 3.0 :Z 
2: E . 
2.3 9:r 

:Z 
-07 

- 1.w 
-03 -.w8 -.ol .ow 

l-r 

11% .w3 
-.06 :% 
1:s :Z 

- d)J Y - a.%,; B bL.--e4 
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TABLE II.- AERODYNAMIC DATA - Continued 
(a) Basic model with tip aileron - Concluded 
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!cABm II.- AERODYEAMIC DATA - Conttiued 
(b) Model less tafl 

(c) Basic model with ttp aileron and plain spoiler 

-3.6 

I I :.y 2: Ids 
-3:go.g ox& 
.l2 :c% -:ov 
.34 

1 I 
.odD -.lw 1% .m&g . . I 

-0.38 0.096 0.1 -12 .os& -.g 
.B :ocD-:a# 

1 
:g .I3812 
.% :303-a?7 

-0.00s 
-.W3 
-.W3 
::ggj 
-.om 

-0.a 
-.ol 
-.a 
-.0x 
-.ol 
-.a 

-0.5 
-.5 
-.5 
-d 
-.5 
-.5 
-J 

-a.(12 
-.a. 
-.ol 
-.cu 
-.ol 
-.ol 

-0.5 
-.¶ 
-5 
-.5 
-.5 
-3 

i5. 4 $7 .yn -.& -.ti -.a -.a I 

-.oog 
-.Ke 
-.o(p 

7 

-.cw 
-.ca 
-L-n 
-.Ka 

1% -5; y: 

Tl-l 

.m? PA -:3 .ax 5-7 -.3 
:z 2: I’: 
.ow l5:4 -:9 

-.@ .0&J .LU -.a -.w 
-.09 .on .chb -.Ml -.w 
.g .z -.. -.a -.w 

. -.a0 -.w 
-45 JOT -.ls? -.a0 -.w 
.63 .l67 -.a3 -.col -.w 

-.a -.w 

-.a 
-.a 
-.w 
-.w 
-.w 
-*co 
-.w 

ml -.cal ml -.I 
-.l 
-.I 
-.l 
-2 
-.I 
31 
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. 
!lJABm II.- AEFiODXNAKK! DATA - Concluded 

(d) Basic model with vented spoiler 

-3.6 -0.) -0.3 0.076 0.r~ 0.~ -0.a o.oq -3.7 -0.9 -0.4o ct.103 0.19L a.on 
-.oB A7 .oef .wo -.a. .aA -.l -.5 -:g .m .0$5 -.olo -.m -am ~:~ 

-3.7 -3.4 -0.39 o.lcg 
-.l -.b 

0.m 4.ou9.w "12 
-.l3 .on .og3 -.a0 ::z 

-3.6 -.3 

:.a -.3 -.3 

;:: -.3 -.3 

$': . -4 --3 

-1.w h. 

-.m .ooj -3.6 
-.a ~.003 l-h -.m. .w3 hi-:'8 
-.@a .003 5.7 
-&a 
-.W :Fi 2: 
-.ol .a2 xl:4 

-.ol -.om -3.6 -.3 
-.cur ,co -.an -.I -.3 
-. 

-. 4 
.w ::s q; -.3 

-. :Zil 
. 

-. -.ocn 9.1 ::e9 
-. .w -.oQ l2.e -.P 
-.m ,w -.m3 4.4 -.P 

l.90, A - 1.w 
::s --w -*Om .ca -.w3 -.a6 .w -.ocn 

Tr 
-.an .w -.ca 
-*Ocn 2 --Oob -.w5 -.wl -.a#3 .a -.oc6 

. 



Mgure l.- Byetern of axea aad positive direction of forces, moments, and anglea. 
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----‘.... ., . 

A-22s44 Figure 2.- Three-quarter front view of the model with tip atierons. 

A-22347 
Figure 3.- Detail of the tip aileron and plain spotler. 



(a) Spoiler on the upper surface. 
A-22348 

(b) Deflector on the lower surface; 29-percent blockage. A-22349 

Figure 4.- Detail of the vented spoiler. 



d- 1 
All almensions in in&e8 
K3 denotes model station 
WL denotes WFbter llrle 

WL 

WL 

8.10 

Figure 5.- Tkree-view sketch of the model. 

. 
I 

3= 
Y 
M 
P 
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1 

10.37 

r 
5.06 

L 

dimensions in inches 

Tip aileron pivot 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
12.65 

Figure 6.- Detail sketch of the tip aileron and plain spoiler. 



Section A-A 

.I-- 
9.43 

r 
5.06 

1 
All dimensions in inches 

, . 

1 8.44 w f-- 3.54 - 

l.4.16 8 

Figure 7.- Detail sketch of the vented spoiler. 

I L 

12.65 

I 

, 
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.Ol l 

0 

-.Ol 

--- --- 

Left aileron deflection, %, deg 

Figure 8.- The variation of incremental rolling-m6ment coefficient with 
left tip aileron deflection. 
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.Ol 

0 

.Ol -.Ol 

0 

r-01 .Ol 

0 

-.Ol 

NACARMA57I26a 

M=1.55 

M=l.% 

w-35 
I 

10 20 -30 -20 -10 
Total aileron deflection, Gtot, deg 

-5 -15 -10 

.i Offset neutral *sition, deg 

Figure g.- The variation of incremental rolling-moment coefficient with 
total aileron deflection for various offset neutral positions. 

c 
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2 
a .0006 

.ooo4 

.0002 

OL 

I 
% deg 

1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

Mach nmber, M 

2.2 2.4 

Figure lO.- The effect of Mach number on aileron effectiveness based on 
differential aileron deflection. 
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d 

a” 
(a) M=1.55 

(b) M=l.gO 

-.Ol --m 
--m 10 
----I5 

-30 -20 -10 0. 10 20 
Left aileron deflection, %, deg 

(c) -MS.35 
Figure ll.- The incremental yawing-moment coefficient due to left tip 

aileron deflection; p p: O". 

. 
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NACA RM A57I26a - 

.Ol 

EL 

=1 -.Ol .t (a) M=1.55 
3 

_ 

.Ol 

0 

n.01 (b) M=l.w 

-.Ol L -4 0 4 0 12 16 
Angle of attack, aeg 

cc> MS.35 

27 

Figure 12.- The incremental y&wing-moment coefficient due to total 
aileron deflection; f3 = 0'. 
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(a> M=1.55 

(b) M=l.gO 

.Ol 

0 

-.Ol 
-4 0 4 8 I2 16 

Angle of attack, Q, deg 

(c> Me-35 

c 

Figure 13.- The incremental rolUng-moment coefficient for 25O and Too 
deflection of the plain spoiler. 

, 
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.Ol 

0 

-.Ol 
(a) M=1.55 

.Ol 

0 

(b) M=l.gO 

Angle of attack, a, deg 

(c) MS.35 

Figure lb.- The incremental yawing-moment coefficient due to 25O and 50° 
deflection of the plain spoiler; a z O". 
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(b) M=l.CJO 

0 4 8 I2 
Angle of attack, a, deg 

(c) Ms.35 

Figure 15.- The incremental rolling-moment. coefficient for.25' deflection 
of the vented spoKLer yith 17- and 2.9~percent vent blockage. 



ud 
a - 
w 

--- 

0 

(a) M=1.55 

Angle of attack, a, deg 

(c) MS.35 

Figure x6.- The Incremental yawing-moment coefficient due to 25' defLection 
of the vented spoiler with 17- and 2g-percent vent blockage; p :: O". 
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%ot % 
Au. deflection in deg 

50 -. Tip aileron 
--a- - 25 Vented spoiler (lfi blockage) 
--- - 50 Plain spoiler 
---- - 25 Plain spoiler 

- -. 

- 

-- 

2.0 2.2 2.4 

Mach nmnber, M 

Figure 17.- The effect of Mach number on the fncremental rolling-moment 
coefficient for several lateral control devices; a = 2'. 
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All deflections in degrees 

0 Tip aileron 
----- 10 0 Tip aileron 
---- 50 Tip aileron and plain spoiler 
m-m- 50 Plain spoiler 
mm- - 25 Vented spoiler (1746 blockage) 
0 Military specifications, 40,OCG ft (ref. 5) 

.08 

.06 

1.8 2.0 
Wch Number, M 

2.2 2.4 

Figure 18.- Roll capability of the various lateral control systems; a = 2O. 

NACA - h%ey FIeM, V.. 
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